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Last February, CMS, one of the
world’s leading manufacturers of
NC work centres for wood, plas-
tics, non-ferrous metal, alumini-
um, glass and marble, purchased
Tecnometal, the manufacturer
of glass work centres and cutting
machines. According to CMS
founder and CEO Pietro Aceti,
the acquisition complements the range of glass machinery
offered by CMS through its Brembana Macchine division.
This may represent a first step in the company policy of
expansions and acquisitions to broaden the CMS supply
in the glass processing equipment market.

Marco Pinetti
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and Marco Aceti
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ne of the most important pieces of
news to have circulated among glass
machinery producers at the beginning

of this year was the purchase of Tecnometal
by CMS, which was reported in Glass-Tech-
nology International 2/1999. 

Given the rapidly increasing interest in NC
machines in recent years, as well as the higher
than average growth in turnover and sales vol-
umes compared to other glass processing machin-
ery, the news definitely warranted further inves-
tigation. We therefore went to talk to the archi-
tect of the manoeuvre, Pietro Aceti, founder
and CEO of CMS, who met us at the firm’s
headquarters in Zogno, a small town near Berg-
amo, 50 kilometres from Milan (Italy). 

With Mr. Aceti was his son, Marco, an engi-
neering graduate and currently sales and marketing
director of the company. 

COMPLETING THE RANGE FOR GLASS
“As one of the largest manufacturers in the

world of NC work centres for wood, plastics, non-
ferrous metal, aluminium and marble, CMS
had been operating successfully in the world of
glass machinery for a few years with its own

Brembana Macchine division and brand, offer-
ing a medium to high range of NC machines for
glass,” Mr. Aceti explained to us. “Brembana
Macchine acquired experience from produc-
ing NC machines for marble, which requires very
robust, high performance machines. It then
transferred the technology to the glass sector.
At the beginning of the year, the opportunity arose
to purchase Tecnometal, a firm well-known
and established on the international market
with a range of NC machines in a lower brack-
et than Brembana’s. Within a month the deal was
concluded.”  

THE CMS SOFTWARE DIVISION

CMS has its own Software
Division which has developed
various CAD-CAM packages
to provide support in the
generation of NC
programmes. The use of this
software with machines for
geometrical measuring of
profiles (2D and 3D
digitalizing tables), allows the
programming even of
extremely complicated
profiles. The software is
designed to optimize the
functions of CMS’ work
centres. 
CMS’ technical staff can also
create personalized software
and post-processors both for
CMS work centres and those

of other brands.
A team of skilled engineers
develops and installs the
machine logic (PLC) on
different selected controls in
cooperation with the
customers’ specifications. All
NCs include the following
functions:
• graphic visualization (also

available in colour) and tool
path process  simulation; 

• a large user memory;
• spiral interpolation;
• a serial interface for

external communication,
including the software  to
manage it;

• parametric functions;
• guided menu selection;

• tool radius and length
compensation;

• brief description
of the tool path
for the simple
generation of
part programs.

According to the
company, using
CMS’ integrated
system of software
combined with the machine
gives a number of advantages
in terms of flexibility and
precision. The user can draw
the exact shape he wants to
create and take a reading of
three dimensional shapes
using a laser probe to
reproduce complex outlines

and surfaces. Drawings for
shapes already created can be
re-used and those prepared
with other programmes can
be imported. It is also
possible to use sets of pre-
prepared designs, adjusting
the sizes by means of a
parametric system.
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The
Tecnometal
premises in

Montelabbate
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Tecnometal is based in Montelab-
bate, near Pesaro, in central Italy and
was headed by Oscar Piersanti, who
founded the company fifteen years
ago, together with four other part-
ners. Despite an annual turnover of
around ItL 8 billion (US$ 4.47 million),
the company had been experiencing
difficulty in growing, as Mr. Aceti
pointed out, due to the increasing
globality of the market.

“The acquisition of Tecnometal
will allow us to complete the range of
NC machines for glass, with the addi-
tion of cutting machines,” added Mr.
Aceti. “The CMS range is sophisticated
and customized and sells at the upper
end of the price bracket. 

Tecnometal, on the other hand,
makes standard machines with a more
accessible price. By coming togeth-
er, we have opened up a new market
segment for each other. Given the
global conditions of the market, the
operation was necessary and com-
plementary to both brands.” 

PLANS FOR INTEGRATION
While production of the Tecnometal

range will remain at the factory in
Montelabbate, Tecnometal machines
will nevertheless be displayed in a
showroom planned for CMS’ main

site in Zogno. All CMS glass working machines
will now be marketed under the CMS brand
name, while all Tecnometal machines will be
marketed under the brand name CMS-Tec-
nometal, exploiting the extensive sales and
customer service network of CMS. Production
will therefore stay at separate sites, though pro-
duction planning will be integrated to ensure
that the two ranges complement each other. This
also means technological integration. The two
technical departments will be linked via a 24-

CMS - A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

In 1969, CMS, based
near Bergamo in North
Italy, began producing
special machines for
cutting wood. In the
1970’s, the company was
among the first in the
world to apply numerical
control to these type of
machines, which offers
such enormous
advantages in terms of
productivity and
flexiblity. At the same
time, CMS also began to
branch out into machines
for other sectors, for
instance plastic, marble,
aluminium and, in the

last two years, glass.  
According to the
company, the 
CMS design philosophy 
is based on the 
concepts of:
• modularity: groups 

of work centres are
designed which are
usable on different
machines; 

• technological
development: CMS
designers choose the
latest, innovative
technical solutions,
and even the
components respond
to the highest

standards;
• satisfying clients’

requirements:
machines combine
sophistication with
ease of use; high
productivity and
flexibility with limited
running costs.

With thirty years’
experience in its
professional field and a
consolidated presence on
the international market,
CMS says it possesses all
the technology involved
in the products it offers,
without having to rely 
on outside companies. 

CMS FACTS & FIGURES
Subsidiaries USA, France, Spain,

Scandinavian countries, UK 

1998 Group turnover ItL 130 billion (US$ 72.63 million)

Glass sector turnover ItL 5 billion (US$ 2.79 million)

Group turnover - 1999 forecast ItL 150 billion (US$ 83.8 million)

Glass sector turnover - 1999 forecast ItL 20 billion (US$ 11.17 million)

Group exports 75%

Glass machinery exports 75%

Total employees 450 

Machine under
construction at the CMS

factory in Zogno
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hour telephone connection and computer net-
work for the transmission of data. 

“The international sales network of Tec-
nometal will be integrated with that of CMS, to
ensure efficient coordination between the two,”
explained Mr. Aceti. “Also, CMS’ technical
assistance and after-sales customer service
will now be available to customers buying a Tec-
nometal machine. It is of prime importance to
us to develop these services so as to provide clients
with the highest possible level of efficiency.”

Research and development, marketing and
promotion will be centralized in Zogno. The man-
agement of Tecnometal will remain the same,
with Oscar Piersanti continuing as managing
director.

“Among our top priorities now is to obtain
ISO 9001 certification for Tecnometal too, and
to develop after-sales service,” added Mr.
Aceti. “In the meantime, we are preparing for
Vi trum ‘99 in Milan, Italy, in November, where
we will be exhibiting the complete range of our
machines.”

With the acquisition of Tecnometal, Mr.
Aceti said he is confident that CMS group
sales will now reach more than ItL 150 billion
(US$ 83.8 million). When asked whether the
company was planning to expand further, Mr.
Aceti replied, “The purchase of Tecnometal
is part of an ongoing growth strategy. We think
that this operation will be successful; prices are
competitive, sales and after-sales organization
are both efficient. We would certainly not
exclude other acquisitions as part of the same
plan of expansion and completion of the prod-
uct range. Our aim is to come up with products
which can generate economies of scale and

synergy in sales strategy, and which
integrate technologically with CMS’sup-
ply. This is in order to grow coherent-
ly and constantly, a goal I have always
been working towards.” 

BREMBANA MAXIMA 

According to its
maker, the Brembana
Maxima CNC glass
processing machine
has been designed to
offer maximum
flexibility and can
undertake very
detailed work. As well
as grinding and
polishing profile
edges, the Maxima
can also rout, bevel,
mill and drill. 

The machine comes
with an optional
fourth axis, which
can be used for
shaping, grooving
and sawing. 
CMS says the
Maxima is the newest
and most advanced
model in the
Brembana range of
machines. Some of
its more innovative
features include:

• mobile bridge
structure;

• galvanized 
machine bed;

• protective guards 
in stainless steel;

• rapid transversal
movement 
(up to 40,000
mm/minute);

• fourth axis;
• tilting head;
• lathe;
• grooving set.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Machine size: 5,400 x 6,800 x 2,700 (h) mm

Working area: 3,200  x 3,000 mm

Tool holders: 22 (44 stations)

Tool cooling: internal and external

Electrospindle motor power: 13.5 kW

Electrospindle rotation speed: 0-15,000 rpm

X axis (transversal stroke): 3,600 mm

speed: 0-40,000 mm/min

Y axis (longitudinal stroke): 3,000 mm

speed: 0-30,000 mm/min

Z axis (vertical stroke): 400 mm

speed: 0-10,000 mm/min
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